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Topin Battery Ltd.(TOPIN) has over ten years' experience in Sealed Maintenance-Free Lead-Acid

batteries development and manufacture. TOPIN is able to offer reliable, high-performance sealed
maintenance-free lead acid batteries, with a wide range of products from 2V up to 24V.

TOPIN produces over 6 million Topin-series batteries annually. Its comprehensive and efficient

quality control system guarantees that the sub-standard product rate is controlled below 0.3 percent.
TOPIN has hence been issued China's Defence Ministry License by the P.L.A.'s Headquarters of the
General Staff..

As one of Hong Kong's largest battery manufacturing investments in mainland China, TOPIN owns

manufacturing equipment and facilities imported from the United States and Taiwan. TOPIN produces
its own battery original parts including lead plates and ABS casings, while introducing other
accessories from various brand-name distributors in Taiwan and Mainland China. By strictly adhering
to the ISO9001 in manufacture, TOPIN is able to assure customers with products of consistent top
quality. Meanwhile TOPIN's superior technological staff offers a firm backing to its comprehensive
customer service.

TOPIN has more than 20 technical professionals on the staff. Over the years a variety of more than 60

models of batteries have been developed, with 3 to 6 new models added to the inventory list each yea
to meet our clients' various needs. TOPIN has earned the trust of many overseas OEM users and
contract manufactures.

TOPIN is UL approved, and is designated by China's Defence Ministry as a reliable battery supplier.

TOPIN batteries are widely used in program-controlled switchboards, telecommunication,
automobiles, UPS, and security systems. Currently over 90 percent of the products are exported to
more than a dozen countries and regions including the United States, Canada, Europe and the Middle
East. For years TOPIN has been a front-runner in China's battery industry, known not only for the
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superior workmanship and quality of our products, but also for our excellent follow-up customer
service that has won the complete trust of our domestic and overseas customers.

TOPIN is committed to providing the best possible service to our clientele. Any inquiry will be

promptly replied within 24 hours. Please contact us directly or contact our regional representatives.
Any form of partnership or co-operation is welcome.

To see our products ,Click here
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